We examine a subset of the pure cubic fields wherein individual fields appear to have a probability of having class-number one approximately equal to 3/5. We also suggest more elaborate but more efficient algorithms that could be used to extend the data.
1. Introduction. It is known [1, p. 313 ] that if n distinct primes p = 1 (mod 3) divide N , the class-number h of Q(\/N) is divisible by 3". Since almost all N, i.e., all except for a set of measure zero, satisfy this condition, one weak consequence is that the density of Q(yjN) with h = 1 must equal zero. But if N is a prime q = 2 (mod 3), then 3 does not divide h, and if we restrict N to these prime radicands q it is plausible [2] that the Q(\Jq) with h = 1 now have a positive asymptotic density in this smaller set of fields.
Of the 617 primes q < 104, the table computed for [1] lists 294 with h = 1, and in the review [2] of this table it was pointed out that this mean density: 294/617 = 0.476 tends to remain quite stable as the upper limit for q increases towards 104. It was suggested [2] that the table be extended for N = q > 104 in order to examine the constancy of this mean density.
This was done in [3] . For the 1880g < 35,000 the class-numbers of Q(\Jq) are distributed as follows: Throughout the range 104 < q < Q = 35000, the percentage having h = 1 is confined between -47.13% and -48.31%; see [3] . The computer run was terminated at Q = 35000 because the Voronoi algorithm for computing the fundamental unit u was becoming too time-consuming. This condition is much aggravated by this specific set Q(-Jq), since so many of these fields have h = 1 and, therefore, must have very large u. Since the discriminants are 0(q2), the regulators R = In u are Oiq1+e) if h = 1.
The period of the Voronoi algorithm is nearly proportional to the regulator for these long periods.
2. Two New Developments. It is clear from the table that if we could further restrict our set of Q(\Jq) to eliminate those with even class numbers, the mean density of those having h = 1 would rise even higher. In [4] , Eisenbeis, Frey and Ommerborn study the 2-rank of pure cubic fields by the use of the Selmer group of appropriate elliptic curves, and they evaluate this 2-rank for the same 8122 fields Q(\/N) with N < 104 already tabulated [2] . Of these 8122 fields, 4612 or 56.8% have odd h. If one restricts N to the 1229 primes < 104, the percentage changes little : 676 fields or 55.0%. But when they confine the data to the 404 primes = ±1 (mod 9), the ratio changes markedly: 289 fields or 71.5% have odd class numbers. In [4] , a probabilistic, heuristic argument involving the Selmer group is included to explain this phenomenon.
Whatever its explanation, the phenomenon is clearly pertinent for our h = 1 problem.
If we restrict our fields to Qi\/r) where the r are primes = 17 (mod 18), we have eliminated 3 | h and "discouraged", but not eliminated, 2 | h. Thus, the mean density of h = 1 must rise.
We should state that this set Q(\/r) is not at all artificial. The r primes do have a natural role in the theory of pure cubic fields. The known inequalities for the 3-rank of such fields [1, p. 313] involve two types of primes that divide the discriminant, co0 and cor But the r primes are the only primes besides 3 that are not counted in co0 or in co,. Further, the discriminant always equals -3r2. The q primes that are not r primes have discriminants d = -21 q2 instead, and therefore the ordering of the Q(y/q) by q is different than their ordering by d. The r primes have an asymptotic density of 1/3 in the first ordering, and a density of 3/5 in the second. With this second ordering the mean density of the Q(\Jq) with h = 1 would obviously be larger than the 0.4734 listed above. In the set Q(\/r ) there is no such ambiguity. (In the Qi\/N) set, where some N are not square-free, the two orderings differ even more.)
Since the Q(\Jr) set has great homogeneity, it may be presumed that its theory, and its computation, would both be simplified.
The second new development that led to the present note was the considerable improvement that was made in the programming for the Voronoi algorithm. This is reported elsewhere [5] , together with other tables computed with its use. With the faster algorithm, the smaller discriminants in the K = Qi\/r), and their more restricted population, we have now computed these fields for all r < 200,000.
As before, h was computed by combining the regulator R with an Euler product estimate for limi= x + çkis)/çis).
3. The Apparent Density. In the table that follows we list N(R), the number of primes r < R, and C(R), the number of such Q(\Jr ) having class-number 1. We show increments in R of 2000 until R = 40,000 and increments of 10,000 thereafter. c. Very small oscillations for 100,000 < r < 150,000. d. A surprisingly flat behavior from 150,000 to 200,000.
Of course, nothing conclusive can be deduced from such empirical data. Nonetheless, the data look sufficiently good to suggest the following conjectures:
A. Class-number 1 has an asymptotic density in ß(\A)-With less assurance, we think it possible for the alleged limit to be close to the mean density at the end of our table.
B. If, contrary to the second sentence in A, the mean density continues to decrease, it is certainly plausible that the decrease will be very slow; e.g., C(R)/N(R) < 1/2 can hardly be expected until R is very large.
C. In any case, it is highly probable that there are infinitely many Q(\/r) with class-number 1.
The data do not justify more explicit language: "close to" in A, and "very large" in B we must leave undefined.
The problem of proving the existence of infinitely many algebraic number fields with h = 1 is a long-standing one; it is unlikely that it will be settled in the near future. The prevalence of h = 1 in certain sets of quadratic, cubic and quartic fields remains a most mysterious phenomenon. This is aggravated in Q(\jN) since these
